
 

Monday 27th May 
 

WE ARE CLOSED FOR BANK HOLIDAY 

 

Tuesday 28th  May 

£3 trip fee 
We will be visiting mega play today to enjoy a movie in their fully equipped cinema 

with tiered seating, Digital Surround Sound and High Definition Screen and with 

some snacks to keep us going throughout the film. 

Once the film is finished we’re off to King George’s park for some fun in the sun, a 

picnic lunch, games and an ice cream to end the day. 

 
 

Wednesday 29th May 
Let’s get Physical! 

This morning we will be getting our heart rates going with our fun and Physical 

activities. We will be challenging ourselves with obstacle courses, treasure hunts, 

big jenga, table tennis and competitive indoor and outdoor games! 

The fun will continue in the afternoon where we will be getting wet and messy with a 

plethora of colourful and explosive games. Who will be the first to splat our water 

bomb target? Get your buckets ready for our water rally race... who will be our 

champions? Be prepared to get floury and chocolatey with our flour and chocolate 

games, as well as some T-shirt paint splatting ....bring your old t-shirts!! 

(Please remember to bring a change of clothes!!!) 
  

 

Thursday 30th May 

£7.50 trip fee for 4-8s / £8.50 for 9+ 
Today we are off to Monkey Madness again as the feedback from the children last 

time was really positive. Here they offer one of the tallest play frames in the UK,  

Providing the children with lots of fun and exercise whilst they burn off that excess 

energy!  

Whether dependent we will be off to Norsey Woods, which has a wide variety of 

plants and animal life, providing homes to some of our threatened and rare species.  

This will be both fun and educational! 
 

Friday 31st May 

PJ Movie day 

Today we will be having a ‘Britain’s got Talent’ morning by showing off our skills! 

Choose from a range of songs from ‘Frozen’ to ‘The Greatest Showman!’ Come and 

entertain us!! Who will be the star of the show? 

To finish off our fun filled week we will have a pyjama party!! We will be cooking up 

a variety of treats including scrumptious fruit kebabs, warm popcorn, ice cold 

smoothies and shakes. On top of this we will be cooking up our own takeaway pizzas 

to enjoy while we chill out and watch a movie.  



 
 

 

 

 

 


